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Fly Swatter
Bubbles

Butterfly Wings

Wiggle Worm

Bug Spray

Flight of the
Bumblebee

There are bubble flies
everywhere! Use your
fly swatter to get rid of
them as quickly as you
can.

Name that Bug

Adventures
Online

How many bugs do
you know? Watch the
video and see how
many you already
knew and learn more.
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=tksBMUz
ZUAs

Foam Dough

Sensory Time

Your bugs will leave a
lasting impression in
this smooth textured
foam dough.

Spread your wings and Get your wiggles out
role play as a beautiful and experience how
butterfly.
worms explore
underground.

Belly Breathe
Practice the belly
breathe technique for
when you are feeling
angry and upset.
https://www.sesamestr
eet.org/videos?vid=17
99

Sensory Bottles
Sensory and science
go hand in hand with
these fun-to-explore
sensory bottles.

Bugs, Bugs,
Bugs

A large group of bugs
have invaded your
yard! Use your bug
spray as fast as you
can (an outdoor
activity).

Bumblebees are busy
insects. Help them reach
their destinations quickly
by helping them take
flight.

Wake Up

All About Bees!

Let’s start the day with
a good “Wake Up”
workout with Fresh
Start Fitness

Why are bees important?
Let’s learn about bees
with Caitie!

Bug Hide and
Seek

Scoop and
Transfer

Busy Bees

The bugs are hiding in
the dirt. Can you find
them?

Transferring items
from one bin to
another gives infants
and toddlers a great
sense of

Let’s identify different
bugs with Caitie.
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=GYYPQZ
9uUNI

https://www.youtube.com
https://family.gonoodle. /watch?v=Ft08l9w6lPI
com/activities/wake-up

The bees are buzzing.
Help them find their bee
hive.

accomplishment.

Story Time

Arts and
Creativity

Your Turn! My
Turn!

Ten Magic
Butterflies

Use Serve and Return,
otherwise known as
back and forth
exchanges, during
story time.

Ten flower friends
have a night of
excitement that mixes
a little math with a lot
of magic. As each
flower turns into a
butterfly, children
discover different ways
to learn.

Bug Songs and
Fingerplays

Butterfly
Painting

Try these fun songs
and fingerplays with
your toddler!

Your child will enjoy
seeing their butterfly
painting “emerge!”

Tie it in
Tie any book about
bugs or insects to
other parts of the day.

Bug Sculpture
Your child can make a
bug with play dough
and toothpicks.

The Very Hungry
PAT it out!
Caterpillar
Use PAT strategy with
Follow the life cycle of
a caterpillar as it starts
by coming out of its
egg, all the way to
becoming a butterfly.

your favorite Bug book:
•
•
•

Point
Act
Tell

Caterpillar
Make a Beehive
Puppet and Song Your child can make a
Your child will have fun beehive with simple
household items!
making a puppet and
singing about
caterpillars!

